already existing high circulatory levels of cortisol and the Circadian rhythm of cortisol production. The final paper presents a useful plot of cortisol against ACTH in plasma in the normal state and in syndromes involving pituitary-adrenal pathology.
Good bibliographies accompany the papers and the editors have provided a glossary of abbreviations and formulas for pharmaceutical brand names occurring in the text. The committee is to be commended for the arrangement of the program, the contributors on the whole for their organization and style of presentation of material, and the members of the symposium for their constructive criticism and provocative questions which make this exchange of ideas most profitable for future progress in this field. A noted husband and wife team-authors and professors at the University of New Hampshire-have produced a stimulating book, especially for the general reader. Interesting and informative are reviews of recent discoveries on growth and aging, with brief looks into the future to explore how scientific progress can be applied toward extending individual human life worth living. "Should our average lifespan be 80, or 100, or 150 years?" "How quickly can a newborn baby adjust and resume its growth, facing the world, independently ?" "Why grow ?"
The contents are divided into five parts: The unfolding patterns; Signs of growing up; When does growth stop?! The ultimate age; Do species grow old? Consideration is given to various kinds of research and to next steps to find a way, and for "adding this one more tool to the chemical weapons with which physicians keep human life more healthy." Our appreciation for the world of man and our place in it can keep on growing indefinitely. "For understanding there is no final size." Changes, even the daily ones, are said to bring good as well as bad in varying mixtures. We marvel that the living body is so intimately a part of its environment, with interrelationships to surroundings.
Our complexity encompasses variations seen around us. "As never before, the opportunity is open for someone to demonstrate what a centenarian can contribute to the human world while living naturally as a person surrounded by comparative youngsters."
Vision and hearing receive deserved attention, with timely discussion of noise. "Noise is not only a form of pollution in our environment but one now recognizable as a factor that hurries the aging process." The thought is expressed that one of the real gains from research is that it makes scientists ask themselves better questions. We are reminded also, that in the modern world, at old age we discover that what used to be impossible has become an accepted way of life, and we are eager to find out what will happen next-perhaps the reason why the boundaries between youth and age have so largely disappeared.
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